There are a lot for discussions today about using automation and
what benefits it can bring to your organization. We are not going
to waste your time by dragging you into another discussion.
We assume that whoever is reading this have three things in
common:
You are already heavily invested in automation (developed
scripts, trained people, built frameworks etc.)
 You are using QTP.
 You want to get the most value from two items listed above.


Let be frank: Even with your current investment into automation
you are still facing a lot of challenges:

Creation of automation for mobile devices and emulators.
 Automation for different browsers.
 Automation on different environments.


With ever changing technology you need a new set of weapons to
face new challenges:




More tools and add-ins to support new technologies (and let be frank –
there are a lot of them on the market)
More people with a different set of programming skills (and let be frank –
there are a few of them and they are expensive)
More maintenance for more scripts (and let be frank – how about those
missed deadlines)

Which leads only to two conclusions…
Your expenses are going up and your benefits from automation are
going down!!!

We in Automation Samurai believe that these trends need to be
reversed:



Your expenses should go down
Your benefits from automation should go up

And let be frank – that’s how it supposed to be.
Isn’t that why you have invested into automation to begin with?
“It is easier said than done”, - you say. How can it even be possible
to reverse the trend?
Give us a few minutes of your time and we are going to show you
that it is possible.

To win this battle you need the right weapons.
You simply need capability of taking your old scripts (and let be
frank – you have a lot of them; don’t just give up on them) and
run them on all browsers, platforms and mobile devices.
And that is what we did in Automation Samurai. We have
developed the right weapon for you.

Our idea is – develop and maintain only one QTP script that
can run everywhere.

Here is how your benefit from our add-in:


Develop your QTP scripts once and run them everywhere. (Once QTP script is created on
IE it can be run on all different browsers and mobile devices. )



No additional training required. (Same people who know QTP already can develop t on all
other browsers and mobile devices.)



No additional maintenance required. (Same QTP script will be maintained for all browsers
and mobile devices. This translates into shorter period of development for the next
release and is good for agile development)



Run your scripts remotely on many platforms and save on QTP licenses. (You run your test
from one machine where QTP is installed and you do not need QTP on remote machines)



Use your existing framework to test on different browsers, platforms and mobile devices.
(Our add-in accommodates all QTP-based frameworks. No changes required)

…We can continue a long list of benefits, but we think you are getting the
point.

You get our QTP Add-in for 15 days free at
http://www.automationsamurai.com/downloads.html

